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ABSTRACT

Student-run clinics (SRCs) are outpatient clinics run and organized by undergraduate medical students. While these clinics offer participating students multiple learning opportunities, little is known about how participation in an SRC contributes to learning and how this learning is influenced.

METHODS: In this qualitative clarification study, we conducted semi-structured interviews with a purposive sample of 20 students and student-coordinators participating in our learner-centred SRC (LC-SRC), to gain in-depth insight into their experiences and learning. These interviews were analysed using Glaser’s approach to grounded theory.

RESULTS: Analysis revealed that Responsibility, authenticity, and collaboration described how SRC participation contribute to learning. Responsibility encompassed the responsibility students had for their patients and the responsibility that the student coordinators had for the students. Authenticity reflected the context and tasks in the LC-SRC. Collaboration covered collaboration with other students, with student coordinators, and with clinical supervisors. These three themes are interrelated, and together enhanced motivation and promoted patient-centred learning in both the LC-SRC and the regular curriculum.

CONCLUSIONS: Learning in an LC-SRC is highly dependent on students’ feelings of responsibility for real authentic tasks and is stimulated by extensive collaboration with fellow students and supervising doctors.
INTRODUCTION

Student-run clinics (SRCs) are (free) outpatient clinics for underserved and uninsured patients, run and organized by undergraduate medical and paramedical students. While these clinics offer students multiple learning opportunities, [1-4] little is known about the actual effects of participation on students’ learning outcomes with regard to knowledge, skills, and behaviour [1]. It is essential to establish how SRC participation contributes to medical students’ development of skills and competencies, especially if the SRC concept is to be incorporated into medical education.

Previous qualitative studies have established the popularity of SRCs among students and described the opportunities and experiences that can be gained from SRC participation. [5-8] Chen et al. recently emphasized the educational value of early undergraduate clinical experience obtained in SRCs [9]. However, not every (early) experience gives rise to student engagement and learning [10, 11]. Although sitting next to a clinical supervisor during a consultation may count as experience, it could be postulated that the engagement and effect on learning is minimal [12].

Despite the apparent learning opportunities for undergraduate medical students participating in SRCs, two key questions remain to be answered: ‘How does it work’ and ‘why does it work’. Studies answering these types of questions are described by Cook et al. as clarification studies [13].

To better understand the mechanisms underlying learning in a SRC, our research questions were:
1) How does SRC participation contribute to learning?
2) Which factors are influential to learning in a SRC?

METHODS

Setting

While SRCs were originally for underserved and uninsured patient populations [1, 4], most patients in many European countries have some form of medical insurance, so there is relatively little need for SRCs [1, 14]. This made it necessary to adapt the original SRC concept to accommodate insured patients, but with a focus on medical education [14]. In 2012 we founded the first European SRC focused on medical education with insured patients in the VU University Medical Center [14]. This new learner-centred SRC (LC-SRC; “Studentenpoli” in Dutch) was set up with a view to providing medical students with clinical learning opportunities, such as patient consultations, patient management, and pharmacotherapy [15, 16]. Participation in this LC-SRC is an extracurricular activity, available to all medical students following their training in the VU University Medical Center School of Medical Sciences. The medical curriculum consists of 3 years of preclinical education (BSc), followed by 3 years of clinical education (MSc/MD degree).

The preclinical education includes two work placements – a first-year placement in a nursing team (either hospital/nursing home; full-time for 1 month), and a second-year placement in general practice (5 half days over a semester).

As the results of a pilot and feasibility study of the LC-SRC were encouraging [14], the project was scaled-up and now includes subprojects focused on thyroid-diseases/endocrinology, adverse drug reactions, cardiovascular risk management, polypharmacy, and general internal medicine, in addition to the above-mentioned patient consultations, patient management, and pharmacotherapy [15, 16].

In the LC-SRC, before students carry out a patient consultation they are sent a schedule together with instructions (what to expect, what to study) by a student coordinator, who is usually a third-year medical student. Student participants then prepare for consultations in teams of 2–3 students, by reading the patient’s electronic medical record, practising aspects of the physical examination, and drawing up a concept (treatment) plan for the consultation. They are assisted by the student coordinator, who coaches the students and gives constructive feedback. Before and/or half-way through each consultation, student participants consult their clinical supervisor (general practitioner or consultant in internal medicine) and present their treatment plan for final approval. After the patient consultation, students receive feedback from their student coordinators, clinical supervisors, and patients (by means of a patient feedback form).

Design

This qualitative study made use of semi-structured interviews to gain in-depth insight into the experiences and learning of students participating in our LC-SRC. We considered Glaser’s approach of the grounded theory the most suitable design to study our research questions from a clarification study point of view [13, 17-19]. This approach means looking at data with an open-mind, without a prior theoretical framework, and focusing on emerging themes, concepts, and categories [17, 19]. The Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative studies (COREQ) were used to design the study [20].

Interview development

The interview items were developed on the basis of the research questions, previous experience, and a search of the literature on undergraduate medical education and early clinical experiences. The topics covered students’ motivation for enrolment, their experience with participation, their perception of the interaction with other students and supervisors, their views on possible differences between the LC-SRC and the regular curriculum, and facilitators and barriers to learning and participating in the LC-SRC. Slight changes were made to some of the initial questions on the basis of two pilot interviews and a list of probes was added to the interview guide.
Participants and procedure

Students who frequently (>10 times) took part in the LC-SRC either as participant or as coordinator were eligible for this study. This purposive sampling enabled us to gain an overview of learning in an LC-SRC from the perspective of both participant and coordinator. The students were interviewed between July and December 2016 by either T.S. or E.D. (in presence of T.S.). We approached 39 students by e-mail, of whom 21 consented to participate in the study. The interviews took place at the VU Medical Center and were scheduled by e-mail. All interviews were recorded after participants’ consent and took about 60 minutes, as established in two pilot interviews. We continued data collection until theoretical saturation was reached.

Analysis

All interviews were transcribed verbatim by T.S. and E.D., and the complete transcripts were e-mailed to the interviewees as respondent validation (member check). After adjustments were made in response to any comments they might have had and the interviewees had given their consent, we imported the transcripts into the qualitative data analysis program MAXQDA (version 12; Marburg, Germany). Interview transcripts were analysed as soon as possible after interview completion, to enable the iterative process and exploration of emerging themes. After completion of the open coding of nine interviews (T.S.), two other researchers (M.W. and J.T.) each recoded two transcripts using the (preliminary) codes of the first coding round. Coding differences were discussed until full consensus on the coding system was achieved. In the second level of analysis, we continuously compared the codes, their meaning and their interrelationships so as to form comprehensive categories and themes. The research team discussed the results until full consensus was achieved after four meetings.

RESULTS

From July to December 2016, we interviewed 20 students, after which saturation was reached. These students were 6 current participants, 7 previous participants, and 7 coordinators (see table 1 for participant characteristics). Analysis of the interviews for these three groups revealed that the same themes described how SRC participation appeared to contribute to learning, namely, responsibility, authenticity, and collaboration. These three themes are interrelated. Two subthemes of responsibility emerged, namely responsibility for (1) patients, and (2) students, and three subthemes of collaboration emerged, namely, with (1) students, (2) student coordinators, and (3) clinical supervisors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Participants (n=6)</th>
<th>Student coordinators (n=7)</th>
<th>Previous participants (n=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2 (33.3%)</td>
<td>2 (33.3%)</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4 (66.7%)</td>
<td>4 (66.7%)</td>
<td>5 (71.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>2nd – 4th year</td>
<td>2nd – 4th year</td>
<td>4th – 6th year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2 year</td>
<td>3rd year</td>
<td>4th year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.5 year</td>
<td>3.0 year</td>
<td>4.9 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18 – 23 years</td>
<td>19 – 22 years</td>
<td>22 – 28 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>24 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>20.7 years</td>
<td>20.4 years</td>
<td>24.0 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: participant characteristics

Responsibility

The theme responsibility encompassed the responsibility students had for their patients and the responsibility that the student coordinators had for the student participants and how this related to learning. Because they were responsible for patient care, the student participants worked hard to prepare for their consultations, motivated by both curiosity and their desire to be optimally prepared. Likewise, the student coordinators felt responsible for, and were stimulated by, the participating students. They described learning subject matter skills, leadership, educational, and organization competencies and to have gained insight in the organizational aspects of the healthcare system.

Responsibility for patients - Participation in the SRC meant that students, working as a team, would carry out a patient consultation. Students found this a new and stimulating challenge as it carried responsibility, which is lacking in the regular medical curriculum. However, this responsibility was a burden to some students, costing them time and energy at the expense of their regular curriculum. The responsibility the students felt towards their patients meant that they worked hard to prepare as best they could for the consultation. The consultation involved the student participants interacting with patients and clinical supervisors, which was a new experience. However, they felt that they were trusted and taken seriously by both. Even so, this responsibility created anxiety about missing something important.

“Because you are working with real patients, you feel responsible for coming up with the right diagnosis, for giving the correct information. You cannot miss anything.” (Interview 20 (I-20))

Working in a team with fellow students and student coordinators provided student participants with support and helped diminish their anxiety. While reflecting on their experiences, student participants described responsibility as an important driver for their learning and development.
The role and responsibilities of the student coordinators in preparing for a consultation seemed to depend on their experience. Their activities ranged from practising the entire consultation and explaining all details of the electronic medical record together with various logistic issues to only being available for questions. The student coordinators felt responsible for the definitive plans the students proposed to the clinical supervisors, and therefore wanted to guide and advise them correctly. The coordinators helped each other to acquire the necessary coaching competencies and also to learn about the topics or subject matter that the student participants would encounter.

Authenticity
Authenticity entails the context and tasks that student participants encounter when working in the LC-SRC, which reflect those of their future workplace. The authenticity of the LC-SRC meant that students experienced real clinical practice, and expressed to have learned what is important in the care of real patients. They found this highly motivating and patient centred.

Students’ enthusiasm for LC-SRC participation was based on a combination of expectations regarding early clinical experiences and additional learning opportunities, including applying knowledge in practice, especially regarding pharmacotherapy. This opportunity to experience the future workplace was the main reason why some students joined the LC-SRC.

"Here [in the LC-SRC] it is more like, you are more engaged. I was asking myself questions, how come, and why. This is really different compared to learning in the regular curriculum. For instance, I would be only learning the core symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, not thinking so much about whether she [the patient] is using other drugs, how does it work, and how would this affect her symptoms. So, maybe I am a bit lazy when I am studying for my exams, since I am only learning what I need to learn in order to pass. Maybe that’s my fault. Conversely, in the LC-SRC you are really stimulated because of the feedback and the responsibility; because you are really working on someone’s health problem. ‘Yeah, that is what I really liked.’" (I-19)

Responsibility for students - When former student participants were asked to join the student-coordinator team, they were enthusiastic and considered it a great honour. They expected to have new learning opportunities but also less direct patient contact. They thought that they might experience difficulties in the transition to their new role and responsibilities, which puts them between the students and clinical supervisors.

“As a coordinator, I think it is important to be able to recognize unprofessional behaviour, and in this coordinating role you have to discuss this and handle it accordingly. In the end, the coordinator is meant to assist the student, but you are also responsible for the LC-SRC, and therefore professional behaviour is a requirement. This is a major responsibility, so if I think a student does something wrong, this has to be mentioned.” (I-07)

In the patient feedback to the student participants (via feedback forms), patients expressed satisfaction and provided constructive feedback that was perceived as being exceptionally useful. Reflecting on their LC-SRC experiences, students thought the authentic setting helped them to understand the relation between symptoms, diseases, and treatments. This was very didactic and motivating, especially seeing the results of your own actions.

“Stopping medication appears quite simple, still it gives you a feeling of being very helpful. Because without these consultations, one lady would have never stopped with two medicines, and another man would not have stopped smoking. Therefore you feel good, you have the feeling of being useful” (I-03)

Both learning about networks of symptoms, diseases, and treatments and longitudinal learning were new (patient-centred) learning strategies for the student participants. They felt that this type of learning would be effective when applied to future patients. Some students reported having used the learning methods, skills, and knowledge acquired in the LC-SRC to the regular medical curriculum.

“I tried to transfer how I learned in the LC-SRC to my regular learning, including not taking everything for granted, continuously asking myself question like “how?” and “why?”, foregrounding everything, compared to learning just facts as I used to do. [...] This has really benefited me a lot. I mean it is the reason I am now a nominal student without re-examinations. That was really beyond my expectations [given the participant’s specific situation] [...]. I have really learned how to learn.” (I-04)

This authentic situation required students to perform an actual consultation with real patients and to prepare for this, by studying and practising skills regarding specific diseases, diagnostics, and (pharmacotherapy) therapy. Preparing for a consultation was considered educational and useful, as were the general competences and skills needed for this, such as the ability to use the electronic patient record, to take and summarise a medical history, and to concisely discuss findings with the clinical supervisors. Students even discussed intimate subjects with patients during the consultations, which they experienced as special. This authentic interaction also included the uncertainty of clinical practice.

“A consultation can go differently than expected. For example, when a patient has new symptoms or reacts unexpectedly. For instance, a patient can disagree with the plan you propose. Or patients can ask lots of additional questions, also questions for which you have no answers prepared. Therefore, and certainly for medication, it is very important to know some things by heart, and above all to be able to explain it to your patients. Therefore, I think it’s very educational” (I-02)

In the LC-SRC students were also required to advise other students in their teams about practice questions and to depend on their experience. Their activities ranged from practising the entire consultation and explaining all details of the electronic medical record together with various logistic issues to only being available for questions. The student coordinators felt responsible for the definitive plans the students proposed to the clinical supervisors, and therefore wanted to guide and advise them correctly. The coordinators helped each other to acquire the necessary coaching competencies and also to learn about the topics or subject matter that the student participants would encounter.
Furthermore, the student participants saw the LC-SRC as authentic and completely different from their regular curriculum. They considered their regular curriculum, with simulation, cases, and work placements, as not always being authentic (fake, not role of medical doctor, and exaggerated) with too few patient encounters.

Collaboration

The third theme, collaboration, consisted of collaboration with other students, with student coordinators, and with clinical supervisors. Collaboration ensures patient safety and motivates students, and in this supervised practice creates a valuable patient-centred teaching opportunity for students. Collaboration not only enabled the students to learn to work together, but also helped the students to see the value of sharing knowledge and skills. Collaboration contributed to better outcomes in terms of both patient management and what students learned.

Collaboration with students – Students who participated in the LC-SRC felt special, being part of a special group. They saw collaboration as both an opportunity (especially the contact with students in higher study years) and a threat (thrilling to work together in a high-stakes situation with other unknown students). This collaboration was different from that of their regular curriculum, where they collaborate with fellow students in the same study year. They considered the latter as inefficient and unnecessary. When preparing for the consultations, the student participants found collaborating with fellow students to be supportive, pleasant, and effective, and especially when they worked with students from other study years, which they considered to be particularly educational and motivating.

“The collaboration actually went well. You noticed the different phases of the study between the students, but that connected well and thereby we learned. Of course, a fifth-year student knows more compared than a third-year student, who knows more than a first-year student. Therefore, it was very exciting, to be able to exchange our knowledge and still think hard to come up with a diagnosis and how to treat it. We all learned individually; however most of all we learned lots from each other” (I-02)

The team atmosphere was important. In the interaction with patients and clinical supervisors, the student teams felt they complemented each other and experienced collaboration as a safety net, so that they would not miss important clues or topics during the consultation and discussion with the clinical supervisor. Thereby they felt that they had learned a lot and had progressed further in their development as future doctors.

Collaboration with student coordinators – The student coordinators play an important role in facilitating other students’ learning and preparation for their consultations. They appreciated that they had to be careful not to intervene too much or too soon when student participants prepared their plans for consultation and treatment.

“I think it is very important not to intervene too soon, you have to let the students make a plan. I really think that is the most educational. But also taking your time, not hastily commenting ‘it’s alright’ or something, but really discussing what the students came up with and why” (I-08)

Student participants regarded the student coordinators as very approachable and helpful, and liked the fact they were students themselves. The student coordinators considered their role, functioning as a bridge between student participants and clinical supervisors, to be a valuable educational and teaching/coaching experience. Both student participants and student coordinators felt they learned from each other.

Collaboration with clinical supervisors – Both student participants and coordinators found it an exciting experience to collaborate with the clinical supervisors. Some mentioned that they particularly liked the opportunity to meet and work alongside experienced clinical supervisors. While the supervisors were often busy with clinical tasks, they remained accessible and enthusiastic, willing to answer questions and to coach students. This not only guaranteed patient safety but also provided students with extra teaching because the clinical supervisors often asked them additional questions.

“Of course, they [clinical supervisors] supervise us closely. After each consultation, we had to call them so they could come by or discuss the case. I think that is a very nice approach. [...] you get the confirmation you did well and when necessary you get some additional comments; Nevertheless, you do it all yourself!” (I-18)

Students perceived the interaction with the clinical supervisors as instructive but also as challenging – they wanted to live up to expectations of the clinical supervisors. Student participants appreciated that the clinical supervisors took time for them and recognized them as individuals. This helped student participants to feel at ease in a new setting, such that they thought that future clinical encounters would be less stressful.

Framework of learning in an LC-SRC

Responsibility, authenticity, and collaboration were identified as key individual and interacting components of learning in an LC-SRC (figure 1). The learning situation in an LC-SRC is authentic because the student participants have to collaborate with colleagues and have responsibility for real patients, as they would in clinical practice. The student coordinators in turn have responsibility for the participating students, working with the students and clinical supervisors to ensure that patients are treated appropriately. Together, the elements of responsibility, authenticity, and collaboration motivated students and drove patient-centred learning. The students described this motivation as arising from a genuine interest in their patients, which in turn prompted them to learn. In working with real patients, the student participants learned how to deal with uncertainty and in some cases about the long-term management of patients.
DISCUSSION

In this qualitative semi-structured interview study, we investigated how participation in an LC-SRC contributes to learning and how this learning is influenced. We found responsibility, authenticity, and collaboration to be the main themes underlying student learning in an LC-SRC, and together these themes enhanced motivation and promoted patient-centred learning in both the LC-SRC and the regular curriculum. This clarifies how SRC participation contributes to learning. These results resonate to several concepts or theories on workplace learning that we discuss hereafter.

Learning in the workplace by “supported participation” is the central theme in the experienced-based learning (ExBL) model of Dornan et al. and Billett’s general pedagogy of workplace learning [21, 22]. Our findings are consistent with their findings regarding the importance of authenticity (related to participation) and collaboration (relating to support). However, some important differences appear to exist between these models and our LC-SRC model. The ExBL model seems more passive than our model, especially regarding the balance between support, responsibility, and self-directedness. The ExBL model is primarily focused on support and does not regard self-direction and responsibility as core conditions for experience-based learning [23, 24]. Given the minimal attention for responsibility and self-direction, participation in an ExBL setting does not appear to foster autonomy or engagement relative to participation in the authentic setting of an LC-SRC. Another, minor difference between the models is the difference in importance attached to collaboration in teams and peer teaching. We found collaboration to be a major component of the LC-SRC learning model. Thus the current ExBL model appears to be incomplete in terms of responsibility and collaboration, so that current theory on practice-based learning may need to be adapted to include these aspects. The ExBL framework itself is closely related to both the Situated Learning theory (SLT) of Lave & Wenger and Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [23, 25, 26].

In their SLT, Lave and Wenger described the role of communities of practice [25]. In these communities of practice, students participate in shared activities and social interaction in groups, which is considered key to the formation of a professional identity. Students start at the periphery and evolve as they gain more experience and are finally able to participate as professionals in the desired community of practice [25]. The importance of interactions in teams with students and professionals was pivotal to our model and is consistent with the tenets of the SLT. Although the two models emphasize the importance of teamwork and collaboration, the SLT does not include the element of responsibility. In the SLT, student participation is far more peripheral and does not contribute directly to real patient care.

The ZPD of Vygotsky holds that student learning can be maximized by assigning students tasks that are just within their capabilities if they have assistance and appropriate scaffolding [26, 27]. However, providing too much assistance or structure may hinder learning – students will...
complete the task, but they will not learn to do the task independently [27]. In our study, this balance between optimal challenge and support was reflected by students commenting that while LC-SRC participation was highly challenging on the one hand, they felt that they were supported by the coordinators and supervisors on the other. Compared with the ZPD, the ExBL and SLT models seem more gradual, less self-directed, more focused on the professional identity and less on mastering skills and acquiring knowledge. Both the findings from our present study and ZPD theory corroborate the previously mentioned issue regarding the lack of attention for responsibility and collaboration in the current ExBL and SLT models and highlight the need to take these issues into account in workplace-based learning.

**Implications for future research** - The absence of responsibility as important factor in most current models and theories of learning in the workplace is noticeable. It would be interesting to explore the potential positive and negative effects of responsibility. Potential positive effects include improved learning outcomes, greater self-confidence, and better readiness for clinical practice. Potential negative effects are stress and uncertainty. Now that we have gained a better understanding of the factors underlying learning in an LC-SRC, we can improve and re-evaluate the LC-SRC concept and possibly apply these learning facilitators to other tasks important for our future doctors, in order to optimize education in patient management and drug safety.

**Strengths and limitations** – To the best of our knowledge, this is the first clarification study into the mechanisms underlying learning in an LC-SRC. Our findings have clear links to existing literature and are grounded in learning theories. The main limitation of this study is the single setting design. Another limitation is the (purposeful) selection of eligible interviewees and self-selection bias for participating in the LC-SRC, which may influence the generalizability of our findings. Conclusions - This study showed that learning in an LC-SRC is highly dependent on students’ feelings of responsibility for a real authentic task and is stimulated by extensive collaboration with fellow students and supervising doctors. Participation in an LC-SRC, with involvement in real patient care, offers extensive learning opportunities and is highly motivating for students.
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